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Master the skills for long-term success!

TRUE VISION 4 SUCCESS

Success stories have one thing in common:
True Vision!
By Bob Natoli

Overcome failed diets, throw away the pricey workout
machines you’re using as clothes hangers, and put those
cigarettes down for the last time because if you haven’t
been able to attain, and maintain your goals, this is your
chance to learn how to succeed from a Master!
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Learn how to create and nurture a crystal clear True
Vision for your success.
Identify winning habits, and improve your self-discipline.
Acquire positive accurate self-perceptions and explore ways to focus your willpower like a laser beam.
Practice the same methods that successful athletes,
business people, and movie stars employ to achieve
their success.

Praise for TRUE VISION 4 SUCCESS:
Three words sum up my thoughts after reading True Vision- “A Must Read.” True Vision is for everyone who
has unfulfilled goals in life whether to lose 30 pounds or
succeed in business. Bob Natoli is a highly successful serial
entrepreneur who generously shares his “true vision” for
success with the reader. You owe it to yourself to read True
Vision.
-Steve Hantler, Chairman, Center for America
I used to think visualization was a New Age practice that
was long on dreaming and short on achieving, but Bob
Natoli’s book has altered my preconceived notions to make
a believer out of me. This is a book filled with real-world
advice from a man who’s been there and done that. Inspiring, practical, encouraging and motivating, “True Vision 4
Success” has become my recipe for achievement
-Kip Perry, President, Parking Lot Productions

